RESOURCES DESIGNATED IN 2016/2017 FRR CAPACITY PLANS
AS OF 5/21/2013

AMOS 1  GRAND RIDGE 2 WF
AMOS 2  GRAND RIDGE 3 WF
AMOS 3  KING-QUEEN LF
ANDERSON 1  KYGER CREEK 1 OVEC
ANDERSON 2  KYGER CREEK 2 OVEC
ANDERSON 3  KYGER CREEK 3 OVEC
BERRIEN SPRINGS 1-12  KYGER CREEK 4 OVEC
BIG SANDY 1  KYGER CREEK 5 OVEC
BUCHANAN 1-10  LEESVILLE 1-2
BUCK-BYLLESBY  LONDON 1-3
CAMP GROVE WF  MARMET 1-3
CEREDO 1  MIAMI FORT 6
CEREDO 2  MITCHELL 1 AEP
CEREDO 3  MITCHELL 2 AEP
CEREDO 4  MOTTVILLE 1-4
CEREDO 5  MOUNTAINEER 1
CEREDO 6  NIAGARA 1-2
CLAYTOR 1  REUSENS 1-5
CLAYTOR 2  RICHMOND 2
CLAYTOR 3  ROCKPORT 1
CLAYTOR 4  ROCKPORT 2
CLIFTY CREEK 1 OVEC  SMITH MOUNTAIN 1
CLIFTY CREEK 2 OVEC  SMITH MOUNTAIN 2
CLIFTY CREEK 3 OVEC  SMITH MOUNTAIN 3
CLIFTY CREEK 4 OVEC  SMITH MOUNTAIN 4
CLIFTY CREEK 5 OVEC  SMITH MOUNTAIN 5
CLIFTY CREEK 6 OVEC  SUMMERSVILLE 1-2
CLINCH RIVER 1  TANNERS CREEK 4
CLINCH RIVER 2  TWIN BRANCH 1-8
CLOYD MOUNTAIN LF  WILDCAT 1B WF
CONSTANTINE 1-4  WINFIELD 1-3
COOK NUCLEAR 1  WOODSDALE GT1
COOK NUCLEAR 2  WOODSDALE GT2
DRESDEN CT 1  WOODSDALE GT3
DRESDEN CT 2  WOODSDALE GT4
DRESDEN ST 1  WOODSDALE GT5
EAST BEND 2  WOODSDALE GT6
ELKHART 1-3
FIELD MOUNTAIN WF
FOWLER RIDGE 2 WF
FOWLER RIDGE 3 WF
FOWLER RIDGE WF